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IMPERIALISM AND CHRISTIANITY. 
BY THE VERY REV. F. W. FARRAR, D. Dv F. R. S., DEAN OF CAN 

TERBURY. 

In French, the word "Imperialisme" is used, according to 

Littre, to mean the opinion of "Imperialists"?that is, the opinion 
of those who supported the regime of the Emperor Napoleon and 
his successors. In English, the word "Imperialism" has the wider 

meaning of that view of national duty and policy which main 
tains that we are bound to uphold, even at the cost of war, and 
in spite of all hazards, the Empire over those vast regions which 
the Providence of God has placed under our dominion and im 

mediate influence. Now, emergencies constantly arise amid the 

jealousies, ambitions and conflicting interests of nations, in which 
our Imperial position can only be maintained by arms. The ques 

tion, therefore, arises in many minds, and presses heavily on the 
sensitive consciences of many earnest Christians, as to whether 

war?unless it be undertaken in pure self-defense?is ever justi 
fiable. Those?and they are by no means few in number?who 
answer this question in the negative, usually defend their position 
by dwelling on the horrors of the battle-field, and asking how it 
can be possible for any one who professes to be bound by the 
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precepts of the Lord of Love to take any part in the perpetration 
of such horrors. They deny that any approval of war can be 

reconciled with the faith and profession of Christians. 

Let us try to meet this question fully and fairly. We must, 
of course, assume that any particular war is itself undertaken 
on just grounds. Is it, nevertheless, the duty of Christians to 

suffer wrong rather than have recourse to so terrible an 

arbitrament ? 

It is easy for those who hold that war is anti-Christian to 

draw frightful pictures of the miseries which all war must neces 

sarily involve. They have only to quote from the many de 

scriptions of modern battles, when the shot and shell rush scream 

ing through the air, and when many a dire wound is inflicted 

which may shatter all the hopes, and all the usefulness, of some 

young and gallant life. They may refer to some intensely pa 
thetic incident?one only of very many?like that which happened 
to a young officer a short time since in the Transvaal, when, in the 

moment of victory, after he had defeated the enemy with far in 

ferior numbers and won the Victoria Cross by his heroic gal 

lantry, a bullet swept across his eyeballs, and not only inflicted 

terrible agony, but left him blind for life. Or they will dwell 

on the lifelong anguish of "the many who must inevitably suffer," 
the helpless widows and fatherless little ones, left thenceforth to 

maintain the hard struggle of life, with broken hearts, against 
adverse conditions. They ask whether the Saviour of the world 

permits His followers, under any circumstances, to shoot each 

other down by tens of thousands, by way of "relieving the op 

pressed and maintaining the cause of justice and equity between 

man and man?" Pursuing the same theme, they will describe 

the aspect of a battle-field when night has ended the combat, and 

men, some athirst and horribly mutilated by ghastly wounds, lie 

(as they do lie) shrieking and sobbing on the torn and blood 

stained sod. They will quote the words of the Duke of Welling 
ton after the splendid victory of Waterloo, that, next to a battle 

lost, nothing is more terrible than a battle won, and that the 

glory of victory cannot make up for the anguish caused by the loss 

of many friends. Or, perhaps, they will refer to the lines written 

by the poet after the battle of the Alma: 

"Oh, the gallant hearts that are lying cold and still, 
On the slopes below the summit, on the plateau of the hill! 
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Oh, the gallant hearts that are sobbing out their souls, 
As the chilly night-wind searches through the burning bullet holes! 

Oh, the writhing mass of pain, close-packed with the tranquil slain, 
When the grey morn breaks again o'er the heights we dared to climb!" 

And after they have harrowed our feelings to the uttermost, 

they will demand in triumph, How can you pretend to maintain 

that war can be a permissible remedy for human wrongs, when it. 

inevitably inflicts, on myriads of the helpless and the innocent, 
miseries incomparably more intolerable than the grievances which 
it was designed to remove? 

In spite of all this, we answer with entire conviction, that war, 
in any just and holy cause, is not only defensible, but is a positive 

duty. If all men were just, if all men loved each other, war 

would, indeed, be unnecessary; but, as law-courts and policemen 
and prisons are necessary, even in the polity of a Christian nation, 
so, while the world continues to be what it is, the suppression of 

all appeals to the decision of war would involve the certain and 
absolute triumph of robbery, oppression, greed and, injustice. The 

occasional necessity for the resort to war, in order to settle serious 
national differences, is recognized throughout the whole of Holy 

Scripture. There are whole books of the Old Testament which . 

ring with the clash of conflict. In the Prophet Isaiah, we read 
that "the Lord of Hosts mustereth the hosts of the battle"; and 

the Israelites, though they knew themselves to be the chosen peo 

ple of God and under His special protection, yet felt themselves 
bound to gather together the armies with which He went forth 
to war. Nor is it otherwise in the New Testament. When sol 

diers, on their way to a campaign, came to John the Baptist, he 
did not give them the most distant hint that their very employ 

ment was unlawful, nor did he bid them return to their homes, 
but only commanded them to be just and upright. Our Lord 
never forbade war, from which He sometimes took His metaphors. 
He said: "When a strong man armed keepeth his palace, his 

goods are in peace." 

Wrar is but the collective form of the age-long, unceasing con 

flict of the human race against the usurpations of tyrannous evil. 
It is a fraction of that Armageddon struggle, described in the 

Apocalypse, in which the Son of God rides forth at the head of 

all His saints to subdue the machinations of the Devil and his 

angels. Every just and necessary war is but an episode in, and 
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a continuation of, that Divine Crusade. If, then, we almost hesi 

tate to use the tremendous expression of one of the saintliest of 

English poets, if we shrink from saying with Wordsworth: 

"That God's most perfect instrument, 
In working out a pure intent, 
Is man arrayed for mutual slaughter; 

Yea, Carnage is His daughter," 

we yet venture to approve the words of another true poet, and to 

exclaim: 

"Peace, peace, peace with the vain and silly song, 
That we do no ill ourselves when we wink at others' wrong; 
That to turn the second cheek is the lesson of the Cross, 
To be learned by calculation of the profit and the loss? 

Go home, you idle teachers, you miserable creatures, 
The cannons are God's preachers when the time is ripe for war! 

"Peace is no peace, if it lets the ill grow stronger, 
Only cheating Destiny a very little longer: 

War, with its agonies, its horrors and its crimes, 
Is cheaper if discounted and taken up betimes. 

When the weeds of peace grow rank, we must plough the poisoned bank, 
Sow and reap the crop of peace with the implements of war." 

Since, then, in the present condition of our fallen human 

nature, no mieans are open to us to stay the ruinous dominance 
of wickedness except war?adopted as the last resort, when all 

other1 means have been tried in vain?no Christian may need have 

any misgiving at taking part in that awful, yet final, arbitrament, 
in which the issues are left to the determination of the God of 

Battles. Hence it is that He Who brings good out of evil, and 

makes even the wrath of man abound to His praise, so often 
causes war, amid all its terrible accidents, to tend in a marked 

manner to the ennoblement of individual character. There has 

scarcely been any war in which some of the finest elements of 

virtue have not been educed. What splendor of self-sacrifice, 
what unflinching battle-brunt of heroism, what sense of the abso 
lute supremacy of duty, does war call forth, even in the humblest 
and most ignorant soldiers! The youngest lad, from the poorest 
peasant cottage, is willing to take his life in his hand and sacrifice 

it, without a murmur, for his Queen and his country and his 

home. "Though he knows," said Kossuth, "that the glory of the 

victory will rest with the great leaders, and that where he falls 
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there he will lie, unhonored and unsung, yet such soldiers will 

charge unflinchingly on the batteries which vomit their cross 

fires into the dense ranks, and so they die by thousands, those un 

known demigods!" We know Sir Francis Doyle's famous lines 
on the Private of the Buffs, who would not kowtow to his Chinese 

captors, because: 

"He only knows that not through him 

Shall England come to shame. 

Poor, reckless, rude, low-born, untaught, 
Bewildered and alone, 

A heart with English feeling fraught 
He yet can call his own: 

And thus with eyes which would not shrink, 
With knee to man unbent, 

Unfaltering on its dreadful brink, 
To his red grave he went." 

Nor is it only the grandeur of a death-defying courage which 

such imminent peril evokes; it calls forth no less the tenderness 

of self-sacrifice. To mention but one of the many noble deeds 

which have been recorded during the war in the Transvaal? 

instances of men who have not held their lives dear unto them 

selves, if they could help to save others or even for a time alleviate 
their anguish?how beautiful is the anecdote of the common sol 

dier, who, seeing his officer fall wounded on the battle-field, though 
he was himself unwounded, yet braved the perils of capture by 
the enemy, and spent the long, cold, wet night by the side of the 

wounded man, amid the drenching rain, in order, if possible, to 

keep him alive by the warmth of his own unwounded body! 
But if, in so many thousands of instances, war thus calls forth 

the finest feelings of even the most ordinary men, it also, un 

doubtedly, has tended again and again to save whole nations 

from the eating canker of those vices which too often grow up 
in the long continuance of peace. No one has expressed this truth 

more eloquently than Mr. Euskin. He says: 

"A Nebuchadnezzar curse, which sends men to grass, like oxen, 
seems to follow but too closely on the excess or continuance of 

national power and peace. In the perplexities of nations, in their 

struggles for existence, their infancy, their impotence, and even their 

disorganization, they have higher hopes and nobler passions. Out of 

the suffering comes the serious mind, out of the salvation the grateful 

heart, out of the endurance the fortitude, out of the deliverance the 

faith. But when the more violent and external sources of suffering 
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cease, worse evils seem arising out of their rest; evils that vex less, 
but mortify more; that suck the blood though they do not shed it, 
and ossify the heart though they do not torture it. There is danger 
that enervation may succeed to rest, apathy to patience, and the 
darkness of foul thoughts and the noise of jesting words to the 
earnest purity of the girded loin and the burning lamp. Let us be 

ware lest our rest be the rest of stones, which, so long as they are 

torrent-tossed and thunder-stricken, preserve their majesty, but 
when the stream is silent, and the storm passed by, suffer the moss 
to cover them, and the lichen to feed on them, and are ploughed down 
into the dust." 

Let us apply but one more test. If it be unjustifiable for a 

Christian to take part in war, we should hardly look for saintly 
men among professional soldiers. Yet, in all ages, there have 

been many such. I need not go back to the years of ancient 

times, or tell of Abraham, and Joshua, and Gideon, and Barak, 
and David, and Josiah, and the warrior Maccabees. I will comie 

down at once to modern times. If there are any who doubt 

whether a true soldier of Christ can devote himself to the mili 

tary life?still more if there be any who fancy that there would 

be no chivalry, no gallantry, nor battle-brunt in the temper of 
man when he has to stand in awe of the sequel which follows 

death?I would say to them, with Edward Irving: 

"I would try these flush and flashy spirits with their own weapons, 
and play a little with them at their own game?I can tell them of 

those who fought with savage beasts. And what do they talk of war? 

Have the^ forgot Cromwell's iron band that caused their chivalry 
to skip? or the Scots Cameronians who seven times, with their Chris 

tian chief, received the thanks of Marlborough, that first of English 

captains? or Gustavus of the North, whose camp sang Psalms in 

every tent? It is not so long that they should forget Nelson's Metho 

dists, who were the most trusted of that hero's crew." 

But we may come down to living memory. To mention but 

one nam!e in the story of the Crimean war, was there ever a braver 

soldier or a more faithful and earnest Christian than Captain 

Hedley Vicars ? In the Indian Mutiny, was there any man who 

did more to secure the dominion of England than Sir Henry 

Havelock, who, from the earliest days of his connection with the 

army, fearlessly defiant of godless sneers, had been accustomed 

to gather his young soldiers together, to make them total abstain 

ers, and to join with them in prayer meetings? In those days, 
it was a rare thing for a young officer to show such religious 

courage, and the soldiers whom Havelock gathered around him 
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acquired the sneering nickname of "Havelock's Saints." But 

when, during the Burmese war, there was a sudden attack made 

by the enemy in the evening, it was found that the great majority 
of the men were more or less under the influence of liquor. The 

British General was in despair, and a terrible disgrace and dis 
aster seemed to be imminent, when one of the officers said to the 

General: "Send for Havelock; his men are never drunk, and 

Havelock is always ready." Havelock was sent for, and what 

might have proved to be a terrible catastrophe was averted 

by the faithfulness and promptitude of him and his much ridi 

culed "Saints." 

Again, need I allude to General Gordon? A braver soldier 
and a more consistent Christian never lived; and England owes 

him a debt of unending gratitude. Yet Gordon so little shrank 
from being known to be humbly faithful in the daily performance 
of his religious duties that every soldier in his camp was aware 

that there were certain hours of the day in which he must not 
be disturbed, because the white handkerchief was then fastened 
outside his tent, and that was a sign that he was engaged in pri 
vate prayer, and in the study of the Holy Scriptures. 

But it seems to me that I have said enough to prove my point, 
that a war waged in the cause of truth and right, though it may be 
a very terrible necessity, yet in human history still continues to be 
at times a necessary duty, even for the most Christian nation, and 
is in no way at conflict with the obligations by which every true 

Christian is eternally bound. Let me, then, conclude with the 

words of a most venerable and excellent prelate, the Archbishop 
of Armagh, who writes: 

"They say that War is hell, the great accursed, 
The sin impossible to be forgiven: 

Yet I can look beyond it at its worst, 
And still find blue in heaven. 

"And as I note how nobly natures form 

Under the war's red rain, I deem it true 

That He Who made the earthquake and the storm, 
Perchance makes battles too. 

5JC SJ* 5|C 5jC 5j? 5|* #|S 

"Thus as the heaven's many-colored flames 

At sunset are but dust in rich disguise, 
The ascending earthquake-dust of battle frames 

God's picture in the skies." 

F. W. Farrar. 
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